Particle sizing calibration with refractive index correction for light scattering optical particle counters and impacts upon PCASP and CDP data collected during the Fennec campaign
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Abstract. Optical particle counters (OPCs) are used regularly for atmospheric research, measuring particle scattering cross sections to generate particle size distribution histograms. This manuscript presents two methods for calibrating OPCs with case studies based on a Passive Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer Probe (PCASP) and a Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP), both of which are operated on the Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements BAe-146 research aircraft.

A probability density function based method is provided for modification of the OPC bin boundaries when the scattering properties of measured particles are different to those of the calibration particles due to differences in refractive index or shape. This method provides mean diameters and widths for OPC bins based upon Mie-Lorenz theory or any other particle scattering theory, without the need for smoothing, despite the highly nonlinear and non-monotonic relationship between particle size and scattering cross section. By calibrating an OPC in terms of its scattering cross section the optical properties correction can be applied with minimal information loss, and performing correction in this manner provides traceable and transparent uncertainty propagation throughout the whole process.

Analysis of multiple calibrations has shown that for the PCASP the bin centres differ by up to 30% from the manufacturer’s nominal values and can change by up to approximately 20% when routine maintenance is performed. The CDP has been found to be less sensitive than the manufacturer’s specification with differences in sizing of between 1.6 ± 0.8 µm and 4.7 ± 1.8 µm for one flight. Over the course of the Fennec project in the Sahara the variability of calibration was less than the calibration uncertainty in 6 out of 7 calibrations performed.

As would be expected from Mie-Lorenz theory, the impact of the refractive index corrections has been found to be largest for absorbing materials and the impact on Saharan dust measurements made as part of the Fennec project has been found to be up to a factor of 3 for the largest particles measured by CDP with diameters of approximately 120 µm.

Software tools have been developed to perform these calibrations and corrections and are now available as open source resources for the community via the SourceForge repository.

Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
1 Introduction

1.1 Optical particle counters

Light scattering optical particle counters (OPCs) are instruments used to measure the concentration and size of airborne particles. They are used in many fields such as in ground based, aircraft based or balloon based atmospheric research or pollution or clean room monitoring. OPCs function by passing an air sample through a beam of light and detecting the radiation scattered out of the beam by individual suspended particles. OPCs have applications over a wide range of particle sizes from aerosol particles with diameters of 0.06 µm (Cai et al., 2008) to ice and liquid cloud particles with diameters of the order 100 µm (Cotton et al., 2010), although an individual instrument will usually cover a size range of approximately one to two orders of magnitude. A related instrument type known as the optical array probe or imaging probe (Knollenberg, 1970) images the shadow of a particle as it passes through a laser beam and scatters light away. These instruments provide size distributions up to mm sizes. Because of their ability to provide real-time data over many size ranges, OPCs are the de-facto standard for measuring particle size distributions, particularly on research aircraft where their fast acquisition speeds are important.

Despite these advantages OPCs do not provide particle diameters explicitly. The amount of light scattered by a particle is defined not only by a particle’s size but also by its shape, refractive index, n, (which may be complex in the case of light absorbing materials) and whether or not the particle is homogeneous. These additional variables are particularly important in atmospheric measurements where OPCs are often employed to measure many different particle types from spherical homogeneous water-droplets (n = 1.33) to angular volcanic ash particles (n in the range 1.5 − 1.6 + 0.001i − 0.02i) Muñoz et al., 2004; Patterson, 1981; Patterson et al., 1983).

Designs of OPCs vary enormously; however, there are some features which are common to almost all instruments. Each collects the scattered light over an angular range defined by the geometry of the instrument’s optics and focuses this light onto a photo-detecting element. Each particle passing through the beam therefore generates an electrical pulse in a detector circuit. All OPCs measure the height of this pulse and some measure other properties such as pulse width or shape. Some OPCs collate particle events into discrete time and/or pulse height bins (including the Grimm OPC; Heim et al., 2008) while others provide the time and pulse height for every particle at the finest resolution allowed by the electronics (for example the SID2; Cotton et al., 2010).

Assuming an appropriate calibration is performed, the height of each pulse is a direct measurement of a particle’s scattering cross section over the collecting solid angle of the OPC optics. Combining these measurements of particles’ cross sections with knowledge of how cross section varies with size allows a size distribution to be derived. Performing an effective calibration and scattering properties correction is essential to generate the highest quality data from an OPC. The latter of these is made more difficult because scattering cross section is often not a monotonic function of diameter over much of the size range where OPCs are utilised.

This manuscript describes methods for calibrating OPCs and performing scattering property corrections as well as providing software for the community to use to perform these operations. To overcome the problems associated with utilising a highly nonlinear scattering function, a probability distribution function (PDF), rather than a single value, is transformed between diameter and scattering cross section or visa-versa. The following basic methodology is applied:

1. Generate a PDF based on the mean diameter (scattering cross section) and its uncertainty. Often this will be a Gaussian function representing a normal distribution.
2. Transform this PDF to scattering cross section (diameter).
3. Generate a mean scattering cross section (diameter) and uncertainty based on the new PDF.

An example of an application of this method is taken from the instrumentation operated by the Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements during the Fennec campaign.

1.2 The Passive Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer Probe and Cloud Droplet Probe

The Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements (FAAM) operates a number of OPCs on the UK’s BAe-146-301 Atmospheric Research Aircraft. Amongst these are a Passive Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer Probe 100-X (PCASP) and a Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP) which are both mounted externally on the aircraft below the wings.

The PCASP was initially manufactured by Particle Measurement Systems but it has since been modified to include the SPP-200 electronics package manufactured by Droplet Measurement Technologies (DMT). The manufacturer specification indicates the instrument measures particles over a diameter range of 0.1 to 3 µm diameter. It is a closed cell instrument meaning that it draws an air sample containing aerosol particles into an optical chamber where it makes its measurements.

The PCASP employs a He-Ne laser with wavelength 0.6328 µm as its radiation source and the sample is sheathed in clean air as it enters the optical chamber. On the ground the sample flow rate is set to be approximately 3 cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ and the sheath at approximately 15 cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$, however these flow rates vary with altitude. The sheath focuses and constrains the particles to the centre of the laser beam and also accelerates the sample, spreading particles in the direction of the flow and reducing particle coincidence effects. The laser is directed through the optical chamber across the sample and...
is incident upon a crystal oscillator where 0.1 % of the incident radiation passes through to a photodetector allowing measurement of the laser intensity and the remaining 99.9 % is reflected back along the reciprocal path. The use of an oscillator rather than a mirror ensures the direct and reflected beams are not coherent and ensures interference between the beams does not occur. The scattered light is collected by a parabolic mirror which collects light from the direct beam over the angular range 35–120° and from the reflected beam over the range 60–145° before a lens focuses it onto a photodetector. The signal from the photodetector is processed by three parallel systems: a high, mid and low gain stage. In the manufacturer specifications the three gain stages correspond to particle diameters of 0.1–0.14, 0.14–0.3 and 0.3–3.0 µm. Based on whether the particle registers or saturates on the different gain stages one single value is chosen to represent the pulse height in the range 1–12 288. Based on this pulse height the particle is assigned to one of 30 channels generating a histogram every 0.1, 1 or 10 s.

When operated on an aircraft the PCASP is fitted with a forward facing diffuser inlet and a subsampling inlet which passes a small fraction of sample from the diffuser to the detection optics. The inlet system is discussed in more detail in Sect. 1.3.

The CDP is manufactured by DMT and is specified to detect and size cloud droplets with diameters from 2–50 µm. In contrast to the PCASP, which has an internal sampling system, the CDP is an open path OPC. It consists of two arms, separated by 111.1 mm, which house the detecting components of the system. A 0.658 µm diode laser is directed out of a sapphire window and between the two arms across an open sample area. In the sample area, particles suspended in an air sample pass through the beam and scatter laser radiation. The unscattered radiation and a subset of scattered radiation pass through a second sapphire window into the detector arm and the intensity of the unscattered beam is measured by a dump spot monitor. Light scattered within the range 4–12° is passed onto an optical beam splitter where 33 % and 67 % of the light is directed to two detectors known as the Sizer and Qualifier respectively (Lance et al., 2010).

To avoid the need for complex retrieval algorithms, the CDP attempts to screen out all particles which do not pass through a small area of ~0.24 mm² located equidistant from the two arms and known as the instrument’s depth-of-field. This is performed by placing a linear mask over the Qualifier detector meaning that the ratio of the Sizer to Qualifier signal is a function of particle position. For accepted particles the analogue Sizer signal is amplified and digitised and the pulse height is measured giving a value in the range 1–4096. The CDP provides a histogram of pulse heights with 30 bins every second. In addition, it provides the incidence time and pulse height at maximum instrument resolution for the first 256 particles detected per second. This is known as particle-by-particle data. Particle-by-particle data allows particle grouping to be examined and rebinning of particles after logging has taken place. In this way much more information is available and the data is more flexible.

For both instruments it should be noted that identical particles passing through different parts of the sample may generate slightly different responses. This smearing of the measured size distribution is due to slight differences in irradiation due to the Gaussian mode lasers used and displacement away from the focal point of the optics.

1.3 Further measurement uncertainties

Particle sizing is only one aspect of the function of an OPC. The other is particle concentration measurement. Although this work does not deal directly with this aspect of calibration, it is useful to consider some of the problems which may be encountered with the data presented here. For a closed path instrument such as the CDP the concentration measurement relies upon defining a sample area, also known as the depth of field. The sample area defines a cross sectional area of the laser beam through which particles must pass to be counted. Multiplying the sample area by the speed of the airflow through the laser and the measurement time interval provides a sample volume allowing a concentration to be measured. Lance et al. (2010) showed that the CDP sample area can be measured using a droplet gun on a micro-positioning system. It should be noted, however, that due to the method used to define the sample area, described in Sect. 1.2, the sample volume may be a function of the scattering properties of the particles measured.

Despite the fact that PCASPs or other instruments with identical inlet systems have been flown on aircraft for decades, there seems to be a dearth of measurements of the PCASP sampling efficiency at aircraft speeds. In the laboratory an OPC can be compared with another standard instrument such as a condensation particle counter. This has been performed in the past with the FAAM PCASP and agreement is within 20 % for all sizes. Application of laboratory derived efficiencies to aircraft measurements is non-trivial due to the high speed airflow from which the instrument is sampling. The PCASP samples initially through a diffuser inlet which is aspirated via ram pressure created by the aircraft motion. The inlet has a conical shape with a cross section initially of 70 mm² (diameter 9.4 mm) increasing to 10 times this value. The mean sample velocity is reduced correspondingly and a small subsample is drawn through another inlet with cross section 0.05 mm² (diameter 0.25 mm). The remaining excess sample exits through a vent tube on the side of the PCASP. Belyaev and Levin (1974) provided empirical corrections for sampling efficiencies when sampling from a moving airstream in which the ratio of airstream velocity to
inlet velocity is in the range 0.18–6.0. The PCASP subsampling rate has been set to 3.0 cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ on the ground in order that the flow ratio remains within these limits where possible (note the aircraft speed increases and the subsampling speed decreases with increasing altitude). The data presented here assume an inlet efficiency of 1 for the diffuser and then assumes sampling efficiencies based on the mean flow speed at the subsampling inlet and the Belyaev and Levin (1974) relations. It should be noted, however, that flow inside the diffuser is expected to be turbulent as the Reynolds number at the tip may be as high as 60 000 during flight. A 3-dimensional incompressible fluid dynamics model with direct numerical simulation of turbulence has confirmed that flow separation occurs in the conical inlet leading to turbulent eddies at the subsampler. Further investigation in terms of compressible fluid modelling, inlet comparison and wind tunnel testing will be required to assess the impact of this turbulence on the sampled size distribution. Possible effects include turbulent losses in the diffuser and errors in inlet efficiency of the subsampling inlet.

2 Calibration techniques

2.1 Sample generation and scattering cross section calculation

Because OPCs measure particle scattering cross section directly, calibrations can be performed more easily in terms of this parameter. It is therefore critically important that the calibration particles have well defined scattering cross sections. The two most common types of calibration particles used are polystyrene latex (PSL) spheres and glass beads, both of which are commercially available in samples with very narrow distributions and may be suspended in air to provide a calibration sample. Those used here were calibrated using photon correlation spectroscopy and optical microscopy, traceable via NIST to the Standard Metre. Although these particles have the advantage of a traceable calibration certificate, they are only available in a finite number of discrete sizes. This is a particular problem for the PCASP high gain stage which does not span many available sizes of PSL spheres.

Aerosol particles with a broad distribution can also be used for calibration if a well defined subsample can be taken. Here this has been performed by passing the aerosol through a Differential Mobility Analyser (DMA) (Knutson and Whiteby, 1975). A DMA uses a potential difference to separate particles based on their electrical mobility, which is defined by the stokes equation as

$$Z = \frac{n_e e C}{3 \pi \eta D_p},$$  

where $e$ is the charge on an electron, $n_e$ is the number of additional electrons on the particle, $C$ is the Cunningham slip correction factor $\eta$ is the dynamic viscosity of the carrier gas and $D_p$ is the particle diameter. The transfer function (fraction of particles transmitted through the DMA) has a narrow triangular shape defined by

$$T \propto \max \left(0, 1 - \frac{|Z^* - Z|}{\Delta Z}\right),$$  

where $Z^*$ is the mid-point mobility of the distribution and $\Delta Z$ is the full width at half maximum of the transmission function. We also define $D^*$ by $Z^* = Z(D^*)$. Under normal operation $\Delta Z$ is proportional to the ratio of the output flow to the internal sheath flow and $Z^*$ is proportional to the ratio of the potential difference to the internal sheath flow. For use with FAAM’s PCASPs which draw at 3 cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ values of $\Delta Z/Z^*$ of around 5% are achievable for particle diameters less than 0.5 $\mu$m.

A number of aerosol types have been used in this manner. The preferred aerosol is nebulised di(2-ethylhexyl)sebacate (DEHS) with a distribution much wider than the DMA transfer function. This material has a well known refractive index and forms stable spherical liquid aerosol particles, making it ideal for use with Mie-Lorenz theory calculations. One disadvantage is that DEHS is a plasticiser so can attack plastic components. Oleic acid and ammonium sulphate have been tested, but the former reacts with oxygen and the latter does not form perfectly spherical aerosol (Dick et al., 1998; Hudson et al., 2007).

Mie-Lorenz theory is used to derive the scattering properties of calibration particles as a function of their diameter and refractive index. Mie-Lorenz theory exactly describes the scattering of radiation by homogeneous spheres and here the scattering phase function is derived using the code of Wiscombe (1980). The scattering cross section measured by an OPC is given by the integral of the phase function as

$$\sigma = \frac{\pi}{k^2} \int_0^\pi \int_0^{2\pi} \left(|S_1(\theta, kD_p, n)|^2 + |S_2(\theta, kD_p, n)|^2\right) \sin(\theta) w_{\text{optics}}(\theta, \phi) d\theta d\phi$$  

where

- $k$ is the wavenumber of the light used by the OPC,
- $D_p$ is the particle diameter,
- $n$ is the particle’s refractive index,
- $\left(|S_1(\theta, kD_p, n)|^2 + |S_2(\theta, kD_p, n)|^2\right)$ is the scattering intensity derived from Mie-Lorenz theory (split into light polarised parallel, $S_1$, and perpendicular, $S_2$, to the scattering plane),
- $\theta$ is the angle between the incident laser beam and the scattering direction,
− \( \phi \) is the direction of the scattered radiation around the incident beam,

− \( w_{\text{optics}}(\theta, \phi) \) is a weighting function defined by the optical geometry of the OPC.

The value of \( w_{\text{optics}}(\theta, \phi) \) varies from 0 at angles where no light is collected to 1 where all light is collected. In the PCASP where the beam is incoherently reflected back on itself \( w_{\text{optics}}(\theta, \phi) \) may be greater than 1 and in the case of rotational symmetry around the laser beam \( w \) is a function of \( \theta \) only. The optical geometry and \( w_{\text{optics}}(\theta) \) are defined for the PCASP and CDP in Table 1. For non-calibration particles which do not meet the criteria for Mie-Lorenz theory other more complex scattering theories may be used to define the scattering intensity for Eq. (3). The impact upon misalignment of the optics of the CDP and PCASP is discussed further in Sect. 4.3. It should be noted that for OPCs where the particles are measured within the laser cavity of an external-cavity laser (so-called active cavity OPCs) Eq. (3) should be replaced with one of the sensitivity functions given by Pinnick et al. (2000). Also OPCs which do not collect light symmetrically around the laser may need to take account of the laser polarisation.

Figure 1 shows scattering cross sections as a function of diameter for PSL spheres, DEHS and glass beads for the PCASP and CDP, as well as other real world materials (assuming Mie-Lorenz theory). It is clear that in general the curve is highly nonlinear and that above diameters of around 1 \( \mu m \) it is not monotonically increasing. Given the complexity of the Mie-Lorenz curve, it is non-trivial to convert from particle diameter to scattering cross section where an uncertainty must be propagated. The usual method of propagating uncertainty by multiplying by a function’s gradient cannot in general be used, because the curve cannot be assumed linear over the range of the uncertainty. Instead we convert from diameter to cross section by integrating over a PDF. Here we choose a normal distribution with standard deviation equal to the uncertainty in particle diameter. In this case the equivalent particle scattering cross section and its uncertainty for a particle diameter \( \overline{D}_p \pm \Delta D_p \) is

\[
\overline{\sigma}_p = \frac{\int_0^\infty \sigma(D_p) G(D_p, \overline{D}_p, \Delta D_p) dD_p}{\int_0^\infty G(D_p, \overline{D}_p, \Delta D_p) dD_p}
\]  

(4)

and

\[
\Delta \sigma_p = \sqrt{\frac{\int_0^\infty (\sigma_p(D_p) - \overline{\sigma}_p)^2 G(D_p, \overline{D}_p, \Delta D_p) dD_p}{\int_0^\infty G(D_p, \overline{D}_p, \Delta D_p) dD_p}}
\]  

(5)

where \( \Delta \) represents uncertainty and \( G(D_p, \overline{D}_p, \Delta D_p) \) is a Gaussian function of \( D_p \) with mean/mode \( \overline{D}_p \) and standard deviation \( \Delta D_p \). As described in Sect. 1 a Gaussian function is chosen to represent normally distributed uncertainties. Again, because \( \sigma_p(D_p) \) is a highly nonlinear function, \( \overline{\sigma}_p \) will not in general be equal to \( \sigma_p(\overline{D}_p) \). Converting the mode diameter of our calibration particles into cross section in this way ensures that the OPC is calibrated in terms of the property it directly measures. These calculations can be performed for any particles where scattering cross section is known as a function of diameter and are not dependent upon using Mie-Lorenz theory.

### 2.2 Calibration methods

#### 2.2.1 Calibration introduction

Two different methods have been developed when calibrating the probes. A discrete method was used with the finite number of PSL spheres and glass beads available as well as using a DMA. A scanning method was also used with a DMA which allowed many closely spaced distributions to be generated sequentially. These two methods are applicable to different calibration scenarios described in detail below.

#### 2.2.2 PCASP and CDP calibration setup

When calibrating the FAAM OPCs the instruments and sample generation equipment were set up as shown in Fig. 2. When calibrating the CDP a flow of air is forced through a vial of glass beads. These are suspended in the sample and directed through a guide to the sample area of the laser. Because the calibration particles are larger than a few micrometres, contamination from ambient air does not usually pose a problem. The flow rate from the compressed gas supply is manually regulated to provide a few hundred particles per second as measured by the CDP. This concentration is used to avoid coincidence which can cause problems above \(~500 \text{s}^{-1}\) (Lance et al., 2010) and yet provide a useful particle distribution in a short time period. The concentration of smaller bead sizes in the sample tends to be more difficult to control which can result in high concentrations and coincidence of particles in the laser beam. Clumping of small particles, especially in moist conditions or when the air supply is cold, can also be a problem. Because of these problems, only particles with diameters larger than 15 \( \mu m \) were used here.

For the PCASP either nebulised PSL spheres or DEHS are used. When using DEHS a TSI model 3080 DMA with a 0.44 m column is used to provide a narrow size distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>PCASP</th>
<th>CDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct beam collecting angle (°)</td>
<td>35–120*</td>
<td>4–12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflected beam collecting angle (°)</td>
<td>60–145*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall weighting function ( w_{\text{optics}}(\theta) )</td>
<td>1 for ( 35 &lt; \theta &lt; 145 ), 2 for ( 60 &lt; \theta &lt; 120 ), 1 for ( 120 &lt; \theta &lt; 145 ), 0 otherwise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Nominal values based on manufacturer specifications. Instrument-to-instrument variation is discussed in Sect. 4.3.
The sample is drawn through the DMA using the PCASP’s pump. This requires the nosecone to be removed and the DMA output to be connected to the PCASP subsampler using push on flexible tubing. When using nebulised PSL spheres the sample line may be connected to the subsampler as when using a DMA or the sample may be directed into the PCASP conical inlet in which case the positive pressure from the nebuliser pump floods the subsampler with the PSL loaded air. All tubing used is electrically conductive and as short as possible to minimise losses. Again a counting rate of a few hundred particles per second is used.

The nebuliser cup used in this work was an Allied Healthcare Aeromist model SA-BF61403. These cups can be operated using a pump or a compressed air supply using a needle valve to regulate flow.

2.2.3 Discrete method

Because an OPC measures scattering cross section directly it is possible to define a simple function which relates particle scattering cross section to pulse height. This function will be defined by the OPC detector and electronic systems. The PCASP and CDP use only linear amplifiers therefore we expect that pulse height will be a linear function of scattering cross section.

When calibrating an OPC in this manner there are two requirements.

1. The scattering cross sections of the calibration particles must be known.

2. The pulse heights measured by the OPC are known or, in cases where particles are binned into a histogram by the OPC, the bin boundaries must be known in terms of pulse height.

Simply knowing the manufacturer’s estimate of bin boundary in terms of diameter is not sufficient unless the equivalent pulse height can be derived from these values.

For the PSL spheres and glass beads used in PCASP and CDP calibrations, the scattering cross section along with an uncertainty were derived from Eqs. (3)–(5). This satisfies condition (1) above. The PCASP and CDP are both provided with a list of bin boundaries in terms of pulse height known as a threshold table. This table is modifiable to allow reprogramming of the instruments and satisfies condition (2) above making these OPCs suitable for use with this method.

To perform the calibration using PSL spheres and glass beads the PCASP and CDP are set up as shown in Fig. 2 and as described in Sect. 2.2.2. For calibrating the high gain stage of the PCASP only two useful sizes of PSL sphere were available to the authors’ knowledge. Therefore, another source of calibration particles was needed. In this case we made use of the DMA with nebulised DEHS aerosol. Using the DMA as set up in Fig. 2, values of \( D^* \) in the range 0.1–0.5 \( \mu m \) were set in steps of 0.003–0.01 \( \mu m \). Using the DMA in this way ensured the generation of sufficient data points to effectively calibrate the high gain stage of the PCASP.

Both the PSL and DMA generated particle distributions have an uncertainty in their mean/mode diameter of just a few nanometres. Under normal use the PCASP has a resolution much wider than this which would dominate the uncertainty.
in the calibration. To reduce this uncertainty the PCASP is reprogrammed to zoom in on a particular size range of interest. In this way the uncertainties in particle diameter are comparable to the uncertainties in pulse height measured by the PCASP. It was not necessary to reprogram the CDP as its 30 bins over its single gain stage contribute an uncertainty of similar magnitude to the calibration beads. Examples of the measured particle distributions as a function of pulse height are shown in Fig. 3 for PCASP and CDP.

To generate a calibration equation for the OPCs, the mode particle scattering cross section and associated uncertainty for each of the calibration particle samples is derived from Eqs. (3)–(5). These are then plotted against the equivalent mode pulse heights measured by the instruments as seen in the particle distributions in Fig. 3. The mode of the pulse heights is preferred to the mean because it is affected less by particle coincidence and contamination of the sample and can be used even when a part of the size distribution is outside the range of the OPC. In particular when using PSL spheres from solution, dried surfactant can generate significant contamination which can affect the distribution mean but not the mode.

Figure 4 shows example calibration data for the CDP and PCASP along with 1-sigma uncertainties. Each data point represents a particular size of calibration particle. The uncertainties in scattering cross sections in Fig. 4 are derived from Eq. (5) and the uncertainties in pulse height are half the width of the modal bin in the measured particle distribution. The straight line fits to the data take into account uncertainties on both axes (Cameron Reed, 1989, 1992) to give a sensitivity, $\tau$, and offset $V_0$ along with uncertainties. We can then simply derive a particle’s scattering cross section with uncertainty for any pulse height, $V_p$, as

$$\sigma_p = \bar{V}_0 + \tau V_p,$$

$$\Delta\sigma_p^2 = \Delta V_0^2 + \Delta\tau^2 V_p^2 + 2 \Delta V_0 \Delta\tau \text{cov}(\bar{V}_0, \tau),$$

where $\text{cov}(\bar{V}_0, \tau)$ is the covariance of the two variables.

The PCASP provides a single size distribution spanning all three gain stages. At the boundaries the gain stages overlap and in the overlap region particles are counted by only one gain stage. This causes a narrowing of one channel in each gain stage which should be trivial to account for from the calibration. Despite applying this information to the bin boundaries, artefacts in the size distribution always exist at these overlap points. These are discussed in more detail in Sect. 3.

### 2.2.4 Scanning method

For some OPCs it is not possible to easily record the pulse heights associated with each particle or with the bin boundaries. This may be because the pulse height measurements and binning are performed using analogue electronics which are not easy to characterise or it may be because the manufacturer does not make the information available to the user. In this case the OPC can be calibrated using a tuneable particle source where the particle size distribution may be adjusted in an almost continuous manner. This technique has been used to calibrate the FAAM PCASP using a DMA although the processing is more complex compared to the discrete method. Although this description is based upon using a DMA with a PCASP, any other OPC and tunable particle source could be used, such as an impactor or a droplet generator in the super-micrometre range.

To calibrate the PCASP in this manner the equipment was set up as in Fig. 2b and particles in the range 0.1–0.5 $\mu$m in steps of 0.003–0.01 $\mu$m were passed through the DMA. As shown in Fig. 1, the scattering cross section monotonically increases with diameter in this range, hence, as the diameter of particles is increased the particle distribution moves to the higher bins on the PCASP. As the distribution crosses the bin boundary between bins $n$ and $n+1$ we can examine the fraction of particles, $F$, in the bins above this boundary and
use this parameter to determine its diameter equivalent. For an OPC with \( N \) bins measuring \( m_i \) particles in the \( i \)th bin and \( M \) particles in total we can define \( F \) as

\[
F = \frac{\sum_{i=n+1}^{N} m_i}{M}.
\]

For an OPC which does not bin particles into a histogram we can consider one bin to be the diameter/pulse height resolution of the instrument. The particle size distribution of the calibration aerosol, \( P_{p}(D_{p}) \), can be related to \( F \) by

\[
F = \int_{D_{bn}}^{\infty} P_{p}(D_{p}) dD_{p} / \int_{0}^{\infty} P_{p}(D_{p}) dD_{p},
\]

where \( D_{bn} \) is the diameter of the boundary between bins \( n \) and \( n+1 \). It should be noted that Eq. (9) is based on the assumption that all of the particle size distribution falls within the range of the OPC and it is critical that this is verified during the calibration. As already discussed the particle scattering cross section for DEHS is monotonically increasing over the range where this technique is used, allowing us to use diameter in Eq. (9). For larger diameters \( D \) should be replaced by \( \sigma \).

Because the DMA transfer function contains multiple peaks for multiply charged particles, as represented by \( n_e \) in Eq. (1), it is required that an OPC calibrated in this way has the resolution to identify the peaks representing \( n_e > 1 \) and that these peaks are discarded from the analysis. Alternatively these particles can be physically removed from the sample, for example by using an impactor or another size selective removal method.

When dealing with only a single peak it is possible to rigorously define \( F(D_{p}) \) for Eq. (9) by applying the DMA transfer function from Eqs. (1) and (2) to the DEHS size distribution generated by the nebuliser (which can be assumed to be linear over a narrow size range). However, for the distributions used in this work it was found that \( F \) can be approximated by an integrated Gaussian (sigmoid) to within 1\% and doing so impacts the result by only \( \sim 0.1 \% \). Specifically

\[
F \approx \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 + \text{erf} \left( \frac{D^* - D_{bn}}{\sqrt{2}W^2} \right) \right],
\]

where the function \( \text{erf} \) is the error function and \( W \) is a measure of the distribution width. This function is much simpler than a more rigorous definition of \( F \) and also is likely to better represent random deviations from other uncertainties in the system. It is useful to note that due to the symmetry of Eq. (10) \( F = 0.5 \) when \( D^* = D_{bn} \), i.e. when the mode of the DMA output is at a bin boundary, 50\% of particles fall either side of the boundary.

To perform the calibration itself \( D^* \) is adjusted on the DMA scanning through the range of sizes over which the calibration is to be performed. For each value of \( D^* \) used a value of \( F \) is calculated using Eq. (8). Then for each bin, Eq. (10) is fitted to the data with \( D_{bn} \) and \( W \) as free parameters. The
Fig. 4. Particle scattering cross section as a function of pulse height for an example calibration of the PCASP and CDP. The points represent the modes of size distributions generated from calibration particles with scattering cross sections defined by Eq. (4). The uncertainties in the horizontal direction are defined as half the OPC resolution and those in the vertical direction are defined by Eq. (5). The solid line shows the best fit straight line when uncertainties on both axes are utilised dashed line shows the standard error of the best fit.

uncertainty in this estimate can be derived by combining the standard error output from the data fitting routine with the uncertainty in the DMA using the usual uncertainty combination functions.

A series of particle distributions from a DMA calibration are shown in Fig. 5. The resolution is much poorer than in Fig. 3 because the bin boundaries for normal use are maintained for this calibration rather than zooming in on a region of interest. The secondary charged peak for the \( D^* = 0.2 \mu m \) spectrum is just visible, however it has been smeared out due to the resolution of the PCASP in this region of the distribution. The number of particles counted by the PCASP in the doubly charged peak was more than 50% of the number in the singly charged peak, so it is clear this peak would have a large impact upon calculations of \( F \) if not discarded.

The values of \( F \) derived from all the size distributions collected as part of this calibration are shown in Fig. 6. The best fit curves are derived from Eq. (10). Each of the curves provides the upper boundary of one bin and in all cases the standard error in this boundary estimate is less than 0.3% giving an uncertainty in bin width of between 1 and 10%. In addition the uncertainty for the DMA is \( \sim 1% \). This is of a similar order to the discrete method.

3 PCASP gain stage boundaries

As described earlier the PCASP uses three separate gain stages to maximise its range. If a pulse saturates the first gain stage it is passed to the second. If it saturates this gain stage it is passed to the third and if it saturates the third gain stage it is registered as oversized. Where the first gain stage overlaps the second gain stage it reduces the width of the first bin of the second gain stage. This is because some particles that would be measured by the second gain stage do not saturate the first gain stage so are instead counted in the top bin of the first gain stage. A similar process occurs where the second and third gain stage overlaps. After performing the calibration detailed in Sect. 2.2.3 independently for each gain stage, the limiting boundaries of the gain stages must be compared. Where an overlap occurs the bottom of one gain stage must be set to the top of the previous gain stage.

Unfortunately, despite this correction, size distributions from the PCASP tend to show concentrations which are too high in the top bin of each gain stage and too low in the first bin of the second and third gain stage. It is suggested here that particles are not correctly registering as saturated so are getting stuck in the top bin of a gain stage. To investigate this problem the PCASP was reprogrammed to zoom in on the overlap region between the mid and low gain stages (medium and large particles). The particle distributions as a function of scattering cross section for the two gain stages are shown in Fig. 7. A number of unexpected features are evident here:

1. The concentration in the low gain stage remains zero for some distance beyond the overlap point.
2. The last bin in the mid gain stage has enhanced concentrations.
3. The enhancement in the last bin of the mid gain stage is of a similar order of magnitude (approximately 50%) to the depletion in the low gain stage.
Fig. 5. Particle size distributions measured during a scanning calibration of a PCASP using a DMA. Each bin is normalised by dividing by its width. The resolution here is not as good as in Fig. 3, as the bin boundaries used here are those for normal use so no zooming in is applied. Only data collected by the mid gain stage is shown. The labels indicate the mode diameter, \( D^* \), set on the DMA when generating each distribution. Peaks can be seen from particles with double charges which pass through the DMA for \( D^* \leq 0.26 \) µm at pulse heights above approximately 5800. The doubly charged peak at a pulse height of 6300 with \( D^* = 0.20 \) contains more than one third of the total particles in this distribution. These extra peaks must be removed from the analysis to avoid biasing the calibration results.

4. The concentration in the last bin of the low gain stage is significantly enhanced.

In addition, the concentration of oversized particles is only 0.028 cm\(^{-3}\) which is much lower than expected given the concentration in the top bin of 2.47 cm\(^{-3}\), and the bin before this of 0.30 cm\(^{-3}\). This plot seems consistent with our hypothesis that particles are getting stuck at the top of a gain stage and are not effectively moving to the next gain stage or being classified as oversized. At the very least, some undocumented process is affecting the distribution at the gain stage boundaries. Unfortunately, the mechanism causing this problem is not known, however, an effective workaround is to merge the bins either side of each gain stage boundary and discard the final bin of the PCASP.

4 Refractive index correction

4.1 The perfect, zero uncertainty case

As has already been stated the scattering cross section of a particle is a function of its refractive index \( n \), diameter \( D_p \), shape and structure. For OPCs calibrated using the discrete method above, applying this refractive index dependence is implicit in the conversion from scattering cross section to diameter. For an OPC calibrated in terms of diameter, such as when using a DMA to calibrate the sub-micrometre range of a PCASP as described in Sect. 2.2.4, then the bin boundaries must be first converted to scattering cross section using Eqs. (3)–(5).

For a spherical particle Mie-Lorenz theory can be used to perform the conversion from scattering cross section to diameter. Although Fig. 1 shows that this is relatively straightforward for sub-micrometre particles, it is clear that for supermicrometre particles where the Mie-Lorenz curves are not monotonic there are a number of challenges to overcome. For example:

- Multiple diameters may correspond to a single scattering cross section.
- The gradient at each solution will differ making uncertainties more difficult to interpret.
- The uncertainty may be large enough that the function significantly deviates from linear within a few error bars of the cross section of interest. This means that the uncertainty cannot be simply transformed using the function’s gradient.

The first point above is highlighted particularly if we wish to derive the edges of an OPC bin in terms of diameter, and then subtract one from the other to derive a bin width. It is very likely that the multiple solutions derived from the two boundaries will overlap in diameter space and the overlap may span most of the range of the solutions. Such a case is shown in Fig. 8 where the boundaries of a PCASP bin calibrated before the Fennec campaign are shown along with the Mie-Lorenz curve for PSL spheres.

Previously these problems have been worked around in a number of ways. Hand and Kreidenweis (2002) calibrated with aerosol of three different real refractive indices and used a polynomial interpolation for intermediate values. Covert et al. (1990) and Lance et al. (2010) calibrated using particles
of the same composition as the particles measured in the real world. Others have smoothed theoretical curves or widened the bins of the OPC to generate a monotonically increasing function or reduce the effect of this ambiguity upon each bin (Johnson and Osborne, 2011; Liu et al., 1974). These methods either suffer from a lack of generality, being only applicable to particles of specified refractive indices or ranges of refractive indices, or requires a subjective assessment of the amount of smoothing required. Baumgardner (2012) suggested a method that defined an instrument kernel matrix. This kernel would transform the real world particle size distribution into the measured distribution, based on the particle scattering properties and instrument calibration. The real world size distribution could be recovered by finding the inverse of the kernel matrix. This method has been examined and tested as part of this work, however, some limitations were found regarding numerical stability and error propagation so this method has been discounted in favour of the method presented below.

Here a rigorous method is presented which is general to any scattering function of arbitrary complexity without the need for smoothing. By examining Fig. 8 it is clear that in terms of diameter, each OPC bin has multiple boundaries. There are, however, other properties of a bin which provide enough information to derive a size distribution, can be described in terms of diameter, are easily visualised and may be rigorously defined. For normalisation purposes it is essential that we define the bin’s width, $W_b$, which can be performed by summing the widths of all the sub-ranges highlighted by grey vertical bars in Fig. 8. By averaging the centres of the sub-ranges weighted by their widths we can also define a bin mean, $\overline{D}_b$, in terms of diameter. If there is a requirement to define the bins in terms of another quantity such as particle area, volume or log of diameter, then the horizontal axis of Fig. 8 may be transformed appropriately. The bin mean and bin width defined in this way provide equivalent information to bin boundaries and so can be used as a direct replacement when calculating size distributions, mass/volume loadings and other derived quantities. The bin centre and bin width as described above are defined as

$$\overline{D}_b = \int_0^\infty P (D, \sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) dD$$

$$W_b = \int_0^\infty P (D, \sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) dD$$

Where $P (D, \sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl})$ is the probability that a particle with diameter $D$ falls within a bin with upper and lower boundaries at $\sigma_{bu}$ and $\sigma_{bl}$, i.e. $P (D, \sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) = 1$ when $\sigma_{bl} < \sigma (D) < \sigma_{bu}$ and 0 otherwise. The subscript perfect indicates that this is the perfect case with no uncertainties. It should be noted that values of $\overline{D}_b$ for adjacent bins may be closer or more distant than may be indicated by the values of $W_b$. This is an effect of the interleaving of bins seen in Fig. 8 and a fundamental property of OPCs. Over a large diameter range any perceived overlaps or gaps will cancel.

### 4.2 Propagation of calibration uncertainties

If, as will always be the case in the real world, there are uncertainties associated with the bin boundaries then these must be propagated into our estimates of $\overline{D}_b$ and $W_b$. The unique factors have a specific impact here. Because of the highly nonlinear Mie-Lorenz curve, the expectation for $\overline{D}_b$ and $W_b$ may not be equal to $\overline{D}_b$ and $W_b$. Also the uncertainties in $\sigma_{bl}$ and $\sigma_{bu}$ will not be independent if they are derived from the same straight line fit, meaning that the usual uncertainty propagation formulae may not be applicable.

To accommodate these issues consideration is given to what happens if we vary a bins upper and lower boundaries, $\sigma_{bu}$ and $\sigma_{bl}$. This causes different values of $\overline{D}_b$ and $W_b$ to be generated and this variation defines a sensitivity of these parameters to the bin boundaries. By assigning a PDF to the variation in the bin boundaries a PDF of the resulting values of $\overline{D}_b$ and $W_b$ is produced which can then be integrated to find a mean value and uncertainty.
Some careful consideration should go into the definition of $w(\sigma_b, \sigma_h)$ and their uncertainty. The integrals which gives us the results $D_b$, $W_b$ and their associated uncertainties are then

$$D_b = \frac{\int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty D_b \text{perfect}(\sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) \, w(\sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) \, d\sigma_{bu} d\sigma_{bl}}{\int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty w(\sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) \, d\sigma_{bu} d\sigma_{bl}}$$

$$\Delta D_b^2 = \frac{\int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty \left( D_b \text{perfect}(\sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) - D_b \right)^2 \, w(\sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) \, d\sigma_{bu} d\sigma_{bl}}{\int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty w(\sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) \, d\sigma_{bu} d\sigma_{bl}}$$

$$W_b = \frac{\int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty W_h \text{perfect}(\sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) \, w(\sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) \, d\sigma_{bu} d\sigma_{bl}}{\int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty w(\sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) \, d\sigma_{bu} d\sigma_{bl}}$$

$$\Delta W_b^2 = \frac{\int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty \left( W_h \text{perfect}(\sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) - W_b \right)^2 \, w(\sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) \, d\sigma_{bu} d\sigma_{bl}}{\int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty w(\sigma_{bu}, \sigma_{bl}) \, d\sigma_{bu} d\sigma_{bl}}$$

Some careful consideration should go into the definition of $w(\sigma_{bl}, \sigma_{bu})$ as this function will not be the same in all cases. Where $\sigma_{bl}$ and $\sigma_{bu}$ are independent we can define $w(\sigma_{bl}, \sigma_{bu})$ as the product of two normal distributions.

$$w(\sigma_{bl}, \sigma_{bu}) = G(\sigma_{bl}, \sigma_{bu})$$

This would be the case if the scanning calibration method has been used and the random uncertainties from the curve fitting dominate over any offset in particle diameter that may exist. This is not the case when $\sigma_{bl}$ and $\sigma_{bu}$ are derived from the same straight line fit. Instead, $w(\sigma_{bl}, \sigma_{bu})$ can be defined with reference to the gradient and intercept of the straight line fit, their uncertainties and their covariance. Hence, we replace $w(\sigma_{bl}, \sigma_{bu})$ with $w(s, V_0)$ and integrate over $ds$ and $dV_0$ instead of $\sigma_{bl}$ and $\sigma_{bu}$ in Eqs. (13)–(17). The function $w(s, V_0)$ is defined by

$$w(s, V_0) = G_{\text{bivariate}}(s, \tau, \Delta s, V_0, \Delta V_0, R_s, V_0),$$

where $G_{\text{bivariate}}$ is a bivariate Gaussian distribution and $R_s, V_0$ is the correlation coefficient between $\tau$ and $V_0$.

The CDP is calibrated using the discrete method with a straight line fit so utilises Eq. (18). The PCASP’s three separate gain stages are again calibrated using the discrete method so again Eq. (18) is used, however, at the point where the gain stages meet one bin has its lower boundary defined by one straight line fit and its upper boundary by another fit. This bin therefore has two independent boundaries so Eq. (17) is used here.

This method allows the refractive index correction to be determined directly from a Mie-Lorenz or another scattering curve, without the need for smoothing. In addition, software tools have been developed and made freely available ensuring that performing these corrections becomes trivial.

### 4.3 Uncertainties in scattering properties and curves

The uncertainty propagation presented thus far has assumed that the scattering curve which is generated using Eq. (3) is a perfect representation of the response of an OPC to a particle of a particular size. In reality the weighting function $w_{\text{optics}}(\theta, \phi)$ will have an uncertainty associated with it as will the refractive index of the particles being measured. For particles which deviate from perfect spheres, the assumption of Mie-Lorenz scattering or use of a different scattering function may also introduce uncertainty. As will be detailed in Sect. 5, the impact of refractive index and particle shape has not been studied here, however, the variation in probe geometry and its input into the instrument uncertainty has been examined. For both the PCASP and the CDP the sampling is symmetric about the laser axis, hence, two possible deviations from nominal are considered:

1. A simple change in the limits presented in Table 1. Such a change could represent a deviation of an aperture’s dimensions from nominal or a movement of the sample volume along the axis of the laser from its expected position. For the PCASP only the $35^\circ$ and $145^\circ$ limits are varied as these are most sensitive to the position of the laser/sample intersection point. For the CDP the total angular range is maintained at $8^\circ$ by altering both limits by the same amount. This is referred to as an along axis deviation.

2. A change in the centre point of the optics away from $0^\circ$. This could represent a movement of the sensitive volume perpendicular to the laser axis, e.g. due to imperfect laser or inlet alignment. Again only the $35^\circ$ and
145° limits of the PCASP are considered. These estimates were made using a four point integration around the laser axis. The four points were perpendicular to the deviation (where change from nominal is approximated as zero) and parallel to the deviation (where change from nominal is maximised). We refer to this as a lateral deviation.

Measurements of the position of the laser beam of the PCASP during alignment have shown that a maximum lateral deviation of 1 mm can be expected. A similar uncertainty is expected for the along axis deviation. Both these misalignments give changes in the 35° and 145° collecting angle limits of approximately 10°. For the CDP Lance et al. (2010) found that a lateral deviation of 1.4 mm gave the best fit to calibration data, this equates to a deviation of ∼2°. Consideration of an along axis deviation was not presented in that work. Baumgardner (2012) reported that the manufacturers of the CDP have begun testing the responses of this instrument to small particles in order to estimate its collecting angles. They have found maximum deviation of the lower collection angle limit of 0.7°. A higher variation was found for the upper collection angle limit, but this has less impact upon the instrument sensitivity. As the majority of these numbers are maximum offsets of a relatively small population of measurements, they have been assumed here to be 2-sigma estimate. Therefore the 1-sigma uncertainty in collecting angles of a typical PCASP and CDP used in this work have been assumed to be 5° and 0.4°, respectively, for along axis deviations and 5° and 1°, respectively, for lateral deviations.

For the PCASP we found almost no variation in response to desert dust for lateral deviation of 1-sigma. 1-sigma along axis deviation did, however, lead to a significant change in response. For the CDP, lateral deviation did induce some changes in response, but these were smaller than for along axis deviations. Mie-Lorenz curves for these cases are presented in Fig. 9. Because in both cases the along axis uncertainties dominate we shall consider only these here. It should be noted, however, that these conclusions are valid only for the refractive index in question. For the CDP the variation in signal due to misalignment was found to be smaller for glass bead calibration particles and water (not presented here) than for dust.

These uncertainties can be accounted for by calculating σ (Dp) for different scattering angle limits and assigning each of these curves a weight. Here seven curves have been used varying between ±3-sigma and the weights have been assigned based on a normal distribution. Recalling that each estimate of $D_\text{bi}$ and $W_\text{bi}$ are derived from a PDF, each curve can be considered to generate a PDF of possible solutions. These PDFs can be multiplied by the weights and summed to give a final PDF which can be integrated to find its mean and standard deviation. Finding the PDF’s mean reduces to simply calculating the weighted mean of the multiple solutions giving the bin midpoint and weights including uncertainty in cross section as

$$D_{b\Delta\sigma} = \frac{\sum_i D_{bi} w_i}{\sum_i w_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

$$W_{b\Delta\sigma} = \frac{\sum_i W_{bi} w_i}{\sum_i w_i}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

The uncertainty can be found by integration giving

$$\Delta D_{b\Delta\sigma}^2 = \frac{\sum_i w_i \int_0^{\infty} (D - D_{b\Delta\sigma}) G(D, D_{bi}, \Delta D_{bi}) \, dD}{\sum_i w_i}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

$$\Delta W_{b\Delta\sigma}^2 = \frac{\sum_i w_i \int_0^{\infty} (W - W_{b\Delta\sigma}) G(W, W_{bi}, \Delta W_{bi}) \, dW}{\sum_i w_i}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

Subscript $i$ represents the multiple solutions, $w_i$ is the weight of each solution and subscript $\Delta\sigma$ indicates that uncertainties in scattering cross section have been included. In this way contributions from the scatter in the multiple solutions and from the uncertainties derived from Eqs. (14) and (16) are included in the final uncertainty estimate.

Although here the curves for $\sigma (D_p)$ have been varied to represent uncertainty in instrument optical parameters this method is equally valid for representing uncertainty in particle refractive index or another scattering property. In addition, multiple properties could be varied and appropriate weights assigned and the resulting solutions can all be passed into Eqs. (19)–(22) together if required.

5 Results and impact upon the Fennec dataset

In June 2011 the FAAM aircraft was deployed to the Sahara to make dynamics, radiation and dust measurements. The PCASP and CDP were employed to make measurements of particle concentrations and size distributions of desert dust and cloud particles and a part of this dataset is presented here. Prior to this campaign the PCASP and CDP were both calibrated using the discrete method described in Sect. 2.2.3 and the CDP was calibrated using the same method before each flight. Unfortunately, a step change in the gain of the high gain stage of the PCASP is thought to have occurred between calibration and the beginning of the project and hence the first 6 bins of the PCASP have not been included here. It should also be noted that the first bin of the PCASP is routinely discarded because its lower bin is not defined by a pulse height, but instead a pulse width, in order to reduce the impact of electrical noise.
Fig. 9. Mie-Lorenz curves for the PCASP and CPD showing the impact of misalignment of the optics for desert dust. The thick black line shows the scattering cross section measured by the instruments using the nominal manufacturer’s specification. The thin red and black lines show the impact of moving the sample/laser intersect point or sample volume along the laser axis or laterally in a direction perpendicular to the laser axis. The 1-sigma offsets are estimates of the variation from nominal for a typical instrument and are based observed offsets of FAAM’s PCASP after realignments, measurements of a number of CDPs by the manufacturer (Baumgardner, 2012) and measurements by Lance et al. (2010).

As Fig. 8 shows, the actual ranges from a PCASP bin can vary significantly from the values provided by the manufacturer. In the calibration performed before Fennec the bin centres were found to be systematically higher than those reported by the manufacturer by an average of 13% and a maximum of 33%. This was based on the use of a refractive index for PSL spheres as used in the manufacturer’s specification. Monitoring the calibration results over approximately 1 yr has shown that after routine maintenance, such as cleaning and aligning the optics, the calibration may change by up to 20%. This result is consistent with the 35° and 145° limits of the PCASP collection optics, varying by up to 10° as discussed in Sect. 4.3. The drift over time is typically much less than this and calibrations performed before and after projects which have lasted a month or more show less than 5% drift.

During Fennec the CDP was calibrated seven times and these have been examined to check the stability of the instrument over this time period. One calibration resulted in a significantly larger sensitivity than the others, but it is thought that this calibration was affected by high winds so has been discounted from the analysis. For the remaining six calibrations all values of $s$ and $V_0$ were found to agree within their uncertainties. Examining the first calibration performed during Fennec again revealed that bin centres were systematically higher than those reported by the manufacturer. In this case the refractive index of water was used, again in accordance with the manufacturer’s specification. The largest difference was found near the lowest end of the size range with the centre of bin 2 differing by $4.7 \pm 1.8 \mu m$ from the expected value of $3.5 \mu m$. A minimum offset of $1.6 \pm 0.8 \mu m$ was found.

Size distributions from one time period during the Fennec project are shown here. This case consists of 150 s of data beginning at 10:10:30 UTC and collected at 800 m above the desert surface (1080 m GPS altitude). This was a measurement period with particularly high dust loadings. There is some uncertainty in the refractive index and shape of the dust measured and here it has been assumed that the dust particles are spheres with a refractive index of $1.53 + 0.003i$ which lies in the range measured by Wagner et al. (2012). Laboratory measurements have shown that Mie-Lorenz calculations can have some success in modelling the scattering properties of non-spherical particles. In the forward scattering angles, as measured by the CDP, laboratory measurements of bulk desert dust samples, including Saharan dust, agreed with Mie-Lorenz calculations within 20% when surface area equivalent diameters were used (Volten et al., 2001; Kahnert et al., 2007). The scattering cross sections of $\sim 0.2 \mu m$ salt particles as measured by a PCASP were modelled by Mie-Lorenz theory to within experimental uncertainties when mean crystal length equivalent diameter was used (Lui et al., 1992). It is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate the many scattering theories which have been applied to non-spherical particles, and hence based on the successes above Mie-Lorenz theory has been used.

The number and volume distributions as a function of particle diameter for the described time period are shown in Fig. 10. Distributions are compared using the manufacturer’s specifications and calibrated, refractive index corrected bin...
boundaries. During Fennec the CDP had been set with bin 1 much wider than usual allowing the CDP to be sensitive to smaller particles. To subsequently improve the resolution in this region, the CDP’s particle-by-particle feature has been used to rebin the particles from bin 1 into 5 separate bins. These are the first 5 CDP bins plotted in the calibrated data in Fig. 10. No equivalent manufacturer’s specifications are available for these rebinned points so CDP point 1 of the manufacturer’s specification distribution is equivalent to point 6 of the calibrated, refractive index corrected distribution.

The distributions using the manufacturer’s specification are discontinuous at the boundary between the two instruments around 4 µm, and the PCASP data shows a zigzag in the distribution at 0.3 µm (the boundary between the mid and low gain stages) and a peak in number concentration in the last channel as described in Sect. 3. A similar zigzag is usually seen at the high to mid gain boundary at around 0.14 µm. The gain stage boundary corrections described in Sect. 3 have been applied to the calibrated data set.

The calibrated data can be seen to extend to much larger diameters than that processed using the manufacturer’s specification. This is mostly due to the impact of the different refractive index of the measured dust compared to the refractive indices of PSL spheres and water droplets referenced by the manufacturer. The two instruments are in excellent agreement where they meet and any discontinuity is much less than the 1-sigma error bars plotted. Some bumps seen in the PCASP distribution have been accentuated by the calibration and refractive index correction presented here. It could be the case that these are real modes or there is the potential that this is an artefact caused by imperfect knowledge of the particle scattering properties. The error bars are a significant fraction of the mode height so the statistical significance of this peak is not clear. A strong advantage of the methods used here is the derivation of error bars for this plot which are traceable and transparent which allow consideration of the statistical significance of such modes.

In addition to the OPC data, Fig. 10 also shows data from the Cloud Imaging Probe (CIP), which was part of the Cloud, Aerosol and Precipitation Spectrometer (Baumgardner et al., 2001) operated during Fennec. The CIP is an imaging probe as initially described by Knollenberg (1970). The instrument directs a laser at a linear array of photodetectors and when a particle travels through the laser, perpendicular to the array, its shadow is imaged line-by-line. Utilisation of data from this instrument provides a comparison with a completely different particle sizing technique. The CIP, CDP and PCASP all agree within the uncertainties providing high confidence that the calibration and refractive index correction methods presented here work well and that the uncertainty propagation is effective.

It is of note that despite data being available for particles as large as 200 µm, Fig. 10 shows that the measurements do not cover the large diameters of the volume distribution as well as the small diameters. It is clear that the volume distribution of desert dust can have contributions from particles larger than have previously been measured on an airborne platform.

6 Software tools

As part of developing the methods for the calibration and refractive index correction three software tools, known as MieConScat, PCASP Calibrator and CStoDConverter have been created. These are available to the community as open source projects free for academic use via the SourceForge repository (http://sourceforge.net). MieConScat generates particle scattering cross sections using Mie-Lorenz theory as described in Eq. (3). Text files can be saved giving particle cross section as a function of particle diameter, angular range, particle refractive index and wavelength of the incident light. This output can be used by the two subsequent programs.

PCASP Calibrator is a tool for analysing PCASP calibration data using the discrete method discussed in Sect. 2.2.3. Particle diameters are converted to cross sections, size
distributions are generated, manual review and quality control can be performed and the modes of these distributions are used to generate a sensitivity curve for the three gain stages. This tool can use the output from MieConScat for deriving cross sections or text files can be generated by another method if Mie-Lorenz theory is not appropriate.

CStoDCConverter accepts bin boundaries defined in terms of scattering cross sections and generates bin centres and widths in terms of diameter using the method described in Sect. 4. The conversion implicitly performs refractive index correction by using either the output from MieConScat or a similarly formatted text file generated any other way if Mie-Lorenz theory is not appropriate.

7 Conclusions

Two methods have been described here for calibrating optical particle counters (OPCs) which are based on the principle that an OPC measures an electrical pulse height which is related to a particle’s scattering cross section. The two methods are referred to as the discrete and scanning methods. The discrete method utilises particle samples available only at a finite number of different diameters, and fits a sensitivity curve between the pulse height measured by the OPC and the scattering cross section of the particles. This method requires the user to have some access to the pulse heights measured by the OPC, and has been used to calibrate a Passive Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer Probe (PCASP) and a Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP). The scanning method can be used when OPC pulse heights are not accessible but requires a sample size distribution which can be adjusted in a continuous manner. The PCASP has been calibrated using this method with a differential mobility analyser (DMA). The DMA provides a continuously adjustable sample of DEHS oil aerosol with mode diameter, $D^*$, up to 0.5 µm. A sigmoid-type function was fitted giving the fraction of particles larger than a given bin boundary, $F$, as a function of $D^*$. The diameter equivalent of the bin boundary is given by the value of $D^*$ where $F$ is equal to 0.5.

A transparent and mathematically well defined method for refractive index correction has been provided. This method allows OPC bin centres and widths to be defined using Mie-Lorenz theory or any other scattering theory. It can be applied even when particle scattering cross section as a function of diameter is highly nonlinear and non monotonic, thereby avoiding the need for smoothing. It also provides effective methods of uncertainty propagation.

Calibrating a PCASP and a CDP using these methods has shown that particle sizing by the PCASP differs up to 30% and by the CDP by approximately 1.6 ± 0.8 to 4.7 ± 1.8 µm from the manufacturer’s specification and that a step change in the PCASP calibration of up to 20% can occur when routine maintenance is carried out. The drift in the calibration over a project with duration ~1 month is better than 5% for the PCASP and less than the calibration uncertainty for the CDP. The calibration has revealed inconsistencies with the expected behaviour where different gain stages of the PCASP meet. These can be overcome by discarding the upper bin of the PCASP and merging adjacent bins either side of a gain stage boundary. Desert dust size distributions collected by the PCASP and CDP as part of the Fennec project show entirely consistent results with each other and with a Cloud Imaging Probe when calibration and refractive index corrections are performed as described in this work. Data processed using the manufacturer’s specification gives size distributions which are not consistent. In addition, a general shift towards larger particle diameters (up to a factor of 3 at diameters of approximately 100 µm) is observed when the calibration and refractive index corrections described here are applied.

In order that the community can implement similar calibration procedures and refractive index corrections with minimal effort, a series of software tools with source code have been made available for community use. These are applicable not only to the PCASP and CDP but to other OPC models as well.

Some further work is required to continue to improve the data quality from the PCASP and CDP. The sampling efficiency of the PCASP should be derived for aircraft speeds, which may require a combination of inlet comparisons, wind tunnel tests and modelling. Methods for experimentally determining the optical geometry of both these instruments should be developed to attempt to reduce any artefacts in the measured size distributions.
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